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Abstract 
Speech enhancement aims to improve speech quality by using 
various techniques and algorithms. The Spectral subtraction 
technique is historically one of the first algorithms proposed 
for removal of additive background noise. It is a single channel 
speech enhancement technique for the enhancement of 
speech degraded by additive background noise. Background 
noise can effect our conversation in a noisy environment like in 
streets or in a car,   when sending speech from the cockpit of an 
airplane to the ground or to the cabin and can effect both quality 
and intelligibility of speech. With the passage of time Spectral 
subtraction has undergone many modifications. This is a review 
paper and its objective is to provide an overview of the variety 
of spectral subtraction techniques that have been proposed  
for enhancement  of speech degraded by additive background 
noise during past decades . Section I gives the Introduction to 
Speech enhancement and explain basic Spectral Subtraction 
technique. Section II gives the various modified versions of 
spectral subtraction till date.

Keywords
speech enhancement, spectral subtraction, residual noise, 
musical noise.

I. Introduction
Speech signals from the uncontrolled environment may contain 
degradation components like additive background noise along 
with required speech components. This make the listening 
task difficult for a direct listener and gives poor performance 
in automatic speech processing tasks like speech recognition 
speaker identification, hearing aids, speech coders etc. The 
aim of speech enhancement is to improve the quality and 
intelligibility of degraded speech signal. Improving quality and 
intelligibility of speech signals, reduces listener’s fatigue. Quality 
can be measured in terms of signal distortion but intelligibility 
and pleasantness are difficult to measure by any mathematical 
algorithm. In this study, a speech enhancement algorithm using 
spectral subtraction and its modified versions are presented.
Spectral Subtraction is a single channel speech enhancement 
technique. Single channel enhancement techniques apply to 
situations in which only one acquisition channel is available. 
These methods are  interesting  due  to  the simplicity in 
microphone installation but the major constraint of single 
channel methods is that there is no reference signal for the 
noise available. Therefore the power spectral density of the 
noise has to be estimated based on the available noisy speech 
signal only and this is what makes it a challenging task. In 
all single channel enhancement techniques, we assume the 
available speech signal model as
x (n) = s (n) + d (n)                                                                  (1)                       
x(n) is the noisy speech signal consisting of the clean signal 
s(n) and the noise signal d(n). Taking the short-time Fourier 
transform of x(n), we get
X[wk]=S[wk] +D[wk]               (2)

for wk = 2πk/N and k = 0,1,2, . . . ,N -1, where N is the frame 
length in samples. 
Spectral subtraction is based on the principle [1] that one can 
obtain an estimate of the clean signal spectrum by subtracting 
an estimate of the noise spectrum from the noisy speech 
spectrum. The noise spectrum can be estimated, and updated, 
during the periods when the signal is absent or when only 
noise is present.
Ŝ (w)=[|X(w)|-|D(w)|] e j Ø y                      (3)      
To obtain the short-term power spectrum of the noisy speech, 
we multiply X(wk) in the above equation by its conjugate X*(wk) 
Eq. 2 becomes
|X(wk)|

2=S(wk)|
2 +|D(wk)|

2 +S(wk)D*(wk)+S*(wk)D(wk)        (4)
 |X(wk)|

2 = |S(wk)|
2 + |D(wk)|

2 + |S(wk)|. |D(wk)|.cos(θs(k)– 
θD(k))                 (5)
The terms |D(wk)|

2, S(wk) D*(wk) and S*(wk)D(wk) cannot be 
obtained directly and are approximated as E{|D(wk)|

2}, E{S(wk)
D*(wk)} and E{S*(wk)D(wk)} where E [.] denotes the expectation 
operator. Typically, E{ |D(wk)|

2} is estimated during non-speech 
activity, and is denoted by . If we assume that d(n) is 
zero mean and uncorrelated with the clean signal x(n), then 
the terms E{S(wk) D*(wk)} and E{ S(wk) D*(wk)} reduce to zero. 
Thus, from the above assumptions, the estimate of the clean 
speech power spectrum, denoted as |Ŝ(wk)|

2, can be obtained 
by The above equation describes the so called power spectrum 
subtraction algorithm.
|Ŝ(wk)|

2 = |X(wk)|
2 -                               (6)

The derivation of the spectral subtraction equations is based 
on the assumption that the cross terms involving the phase 
difference between the clean and noise signals are zero. The 
cross terms are assumed to be zero because the speech signal 
is uncorrelated with the interfering noise.
The spectral subtraction algorithm is computationally simple 
and it uses AMS framework i.e. Analysis–Modification– 
Synthesis Framework. Speech signal is segmented  and  then 
windowed using Hamming Window of 20–40 ms [8]. Then 
Discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of segmented and windowed 
Noisy speech signal is taken.   DFT of noisy signal is then given 
to noise estimation block and speech enhancement block. 
Noise estimation block estimate the noise during the pauses 
and find the noise spectrum. The block diagram in fig. 1, of 
Acoustic AMS framework further explains the method. 

Fig. 1: AMS framework
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In fig .4 |X(n,k)| denotes the acoustic magnitude spectrum 
and denotes the acoustic phase spectrum 
|Ŝ(n,k)|2denote the enhanced magnitude spectrum and 
Y(n,k) denote the modified spectrum which ia combination of 
enhanced magnitude specrum and the noisy phase spectrum. 
The basic block diagram of spectral subtraction method is 
shown below.

 Fig.2: Block diagram of Spectral Subtraction technique

In most speech-enhancement algorithms, it is assumed that an 
estimate of the noise spectrum is available. The noise estimate 
can have a major impact on the quality and intelligibility of the 
enhanced signal. If the noise estimate is too low, unwanted 
residual noise will be audible, if the noise estimate is too high, 
speech will be distorted. From the above discussion it is clear 
that subtraction process needs to be done carefully to avoid 
any speech distortion. If too much is subtracted, then some 
speech information might be removed as well, while if too little 
is subtracted then much of the interfering noise remains. It 
is clear from equation(5) that spectral subtraction method 
can lead to negative values, resulting from differences among 
the estimated noise and actual noise frame. Simple solution 
is set the negative values to zero, to ensure a non negative 
magnitude spectrum [1].

            (7)  

A. Methods Of Spectral Subtraction 
The first method for Spectral subtraction was introduced in 
post 1970’s. In past more then 30 years this method has been 
modified  and new methods has been developed. This section 
gives the study of some of such methods beginning from the 
starting till date.
1. In 1979 Berouti [2] gave a Spectral Subtraction method, 
for enhancing speech corrupted by broadband noise. As 
discussed in Section I, original method entails subtracting an 
estimate of the noise power spectrum from the speech power 
spectrum, setting negative differences to zero, recombining 
the new power spectrum with the original phase, and then 
reconstructing the time waveform. While this method reduces 
the broadband noise, it also usually introduces an annoying 
“musical noise” [11]. We have devised a method that eliminates 
this “musical noise” while further reducing the background 
noise. The method consists in subtracting an overestimate 
of the noise power spectrum, and preventing the resultant 
spectral components from going below a preset minimum level 
(spectral floor). The method can automatically adapt to a wide 
range of signal-to-noise ratios, as long as a reasonable estimate 
of the noise spectrum can be obtained. The technique can be 
described using equation below

   (8)  
Here |Ŝj(ω)| denotes the enhanced spectrum estimated in 
frame j and |De(ω)| is the spectrum of the noise obtained 
during non speech activity.  With α ≥1 and D <  β ≤ 1. Where α 
is over subtraction factor and β is the spectral floor parameter. 
Parameter β controls the amount of residual noise and the 
amount of perceived Musical noise. If β is too small, the 
musical noise will became audible but the residual noise will be 
reduced. If β is too large, then the residual noise will be audible 
but the musical issues related to spectral subtraction reduces. 
Parameter α affects the amount of speech spectral distortion. 
If α is too large then resulting signal will be severely distorted 
and intelligibility may suffer. If α is too small noise remains 
in enhanced speech signal. When α > 1, the subtraction can 
remove all of the broadband noise by eliminating most of wide 
peaks. But the deep valleys surrounding the peaks still remain 
in the spectrum [1]. The valleys between peaks are no longer 
deep when β>0 compared to when β=0 [4]. Berouti found 
that speech processed by equation (7) had less musical noise. 
Experimental results showed that for best noise reduction with 
the least amount of musical noise, α should be smaller for 
high SNR frames and large for low SNR frames. In this way 
this method can adapt to various Signal to Noise ratios by 
adjusting the  α and  β and reduce the musical noise. The 
parameter values have to be set optimally so that the best 
enhancement performance can be achieved. It can be done 
using NSS algorithm [21]
2. In the same year 1979, S.F.Boll [3] also proposed method for 
removal of acoustic noise in speech. In this method a spectral 
estimator is used to compute the spectral error and then four 
methods are used to minimize the error. Speech, suitably low-
pass filtered and digitized, is analyzed by windowing data from 
half-overlapped input data buffers. The magnitude spectra 
of the windowed data are calculated and the spectral noise 
bias calculated during non speech activity is subtracted off. 
Resulting negative amplitudes are then zeroed out. Secondary 
residual noise suppression is then applied. A time waveform 
is recalculated from the modified magnitude. This waveform 
is then overlap added to the previous data to generate the 
output speech.
Consider that  a windowed noise signal n(k) has been added 
to a windowed speech signal s(k), with their sum denoted by 
x(k) ).
Then, x(k) = s(k) + n(k)               (9)
The spectral subtraction estimator response is given by

           (10)    
Where µ(ejw) is the average value of | N(ejw)| taken during 
non- speech activity given by

           (11)                                 
The response can also be given as

            (12)   
where,
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            (13)     
denotes the spectral filter.
The spectral error is given by:

       (14)                                                                
This technique works to reduce the perceptual effects of this  
spectral error by following means
(i). Magnitude averaging 
(ii). Half-wave rectification
(iii). Residual noise reduction
(iv). Additional signal attenuation during non speech activity.

(i). Magnitude averaging
The variance of the noise spectral estimate i.e the spectral is 
reduced by averaging over as many spectral magnitude sets 
as possible as shown-

            (15)
Where Xi(ejw) is the ith timed window transform of x(k). Now 
the estimate is given by-

              (16)   
Now the spectral error is given as

                        (17)                                                                
It depicts that if the number of averages will be more lesser 
will be the error. But the number of averages is limited by the 
number of analysis windows which can be fit into the stationary 
speech time interval with a 256-point window being used.

(ii). Half Wave rectification
For each frequency w where the noisy signal spectrum 
magnitude X(ejw) is less than the average noise spectrum 
magnitude µ(ejw), the output is set to zero. This modification 
can be simply implemented by half-wave rectifying H(ejw). The 
advantage of half rectification is that the noise floor is reduced 
by µ(ejw). The disadvantage of half rectification can exhibit itself 
in the situation where the sum of the noise plus speech at a 
frequency w is less than µ(ejw). Then the speech information 
at that frequency is incorrectly removed, implying a possible 
decrease in intelligibility.

(iii). Residual Noise Reduction
The noise that remains after the mean is removed can be 
suppressed or even removed by selecting the minimum 
magnitude value from the three adjacent analysis frames in 
each frequency bin where the current amplitude is less than 
the maximum noise residual measured during non speech 
activity.

(iv). Additional signal attenuation during non speech 
activity
The final improvement in noise reduction is signal suppression 
during non speech activity. If speech activity is absent, then 
Ŝ(ejw) will consist of the noise residual which remains after half-
wave rectification and minimum value selection. A measure for 
detecting the absence of speech is given by

           (18)             
 If T was less than - 12 dB, the frame was classified as having 
no speech activity. If such situation arise the further attenuation 
of upto -30 db is carried out.
3. Nathalie Virag, in 1999 [4] came up with a technique that  
proposed the introduction of human perception in enhancement 
process. This process models the certain aspects of auditory 
system in the enhancement process. This model uses the 
phenomenon of noise masking.Auditory system is incapable 
of distinguishing two signals close in the time or frequency, a 
weak signal is made inaudible by a stronger signal occurring 
simultaneously. This method combines the generalized spectral 
subtraction with adaptive parameters and noise masking 
and gives the best tradeoff between the amount of noise 
reduction, the speech distortion and the level of residual noise 
in a perceptual sense. The proposed enhancement scheme 
composed of the following main steps:
(i). Spectral decomposition.
(ii). Speech/noise detection and estimation of noise during 
speech pauses.
(iii). Calculation of the noise masking threshold[16, 17]
(iv). Adaptation in time and frequency of the subtraction 
parameters and based on the noise masking threshold
(v). Calculation of the enhanced speech spectral magnitude 
via parametric subtraction with adapted parameters 
(vi). Inverse transform 
First and last two steps can be realized using AMS framework 
discussed ahead. Calculation of Noise masking threshold is an 
important aspect of this method. The noise masking threshold 
is computed from the clean speech signal. However, in the 
proposed enhancement scheme, only the noisy signal is 
available. Therefore this threshold has to be estimated in noise 
The residual noise modifies the [18-20] tonality of the signal 
and the masking threshold is slightly different from the one 
obtained from the clean speech, especially for high frequencies. 
This is represented in fig. 3.
The adaption of subtraction parameters(α, β) has been 
discussed earlier. Here the parameters are chosen in such a 
way that the residual noise stays below the masking threshold 
of the auditory system. This would ensure that the residual noise 
is masked, and remains inaudible. However, if the noise level 
increases, the masking threshold is too low to completely mask 
the residual noise without increasing the speech distortion, 
leading to a synthetic sound.

Fig. 3: Example of Noise masking Threshold    
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Therefore, the proposed adaptation is based on the following 
consideration: if the masking threshold is high, residual 
noise will be naturally masked and inaudible. Hence, there 
is no need to reduce it in order to keep distortion as low as 
possible. In this case, the subtraction parameters are kept 
to their minimal values. However, if the masking threshold 
is low, residual noise will be annoying to the human listener 
and it is necessary to reduce it. This is done by increasing the 
subtraction parameters(7). This is depicted in fig. 4.
4. K. Paliwal in 2010 [10] came with a technique that 
compensated the additive noise distortion by applying spectral 
subtraction algorithm in modulation domain. He extended 
the traditional analysis-modification-synthesis framework to 
include modulation domain processing.

Fig. 4: Example of adaption of parameters w.r.t to noise 
threshold. (a). clean speech signal (b). Noisy signal (c). 
Enhanced Signal

This method uses the time trajectories of the short-time 
acoustic magnitude spectrum for the computation of the short-
time modulation spectrum[14-15]. This speech enhancement 
method processes each frequency component of the acoustic 
magnitude spectra, obtained during the analysis stage of 
the acoustic AMS procedure frame-wise across time using a 
secondary (modulation). 
Thus the modulation spectrum is computed using STFT analysis 
as follows

                     (19)
where η is the acoustic frame number, k refers to the index 
of the discrete acoustic frequency, m refers to the index of 
the discrete modulation frequency, M is the modulation frame 
duration (in terms of acoustic frames) and v(η) is a modulation 
analysis window function. |X(n,k,m)| represents the  modulation  
magnitude spectrum which is replaced with     as the 
estimate of clean modulation magnitude spectrum. Similarly 
as discussed before adaptive parameters(α, β) are used to 
detemine the oversubtraction factor and the spetral floor.

 Fig. 5: Block diagram of Spectral subtraction in modulation 
domain

ρ is the factor that determines thr spectrum domain.ρ=1 
represents the magnitude spectrum domain and ρ=2 denotes 
the power spectrum domain fig. 1. This method results in 
improved speech quality and does not suffer from musical 
noise artifacts .
5. The implementations discussed assumes that the noise 
affects the speech spectrum uniformly. That is not the case, 
however, with real-world noise (e.g., car noise, cafeteria noise, 
etc.). This is best illustrated in fig. 6, showing the segmental 
SNR estimated for four (linearly-spaced) frequency bands of 
speech corrupted by speech-shaped noise. In this particular 
example, the segmental SNR of the high frequency band (band 
4) was significantly lower than the SNR of the low frequency 
band (band 2), by as much as 15dB in some cases. The fact 
that colored noise affects the speech spectrum differently at 
various frequencies Sunil D. Kamath and Philipos C. Loizou 
proposed a a multi-band approach to spectral subtraction[6] 
in 2002.

Fig. 6: The segmental SNR of four (linearly-spaced) frequency 
bands of speech corrupted by speech shaped noise.
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Consider speech model described in eq.1. The speech spectrum 
is divided into N non-overlapping bands, and spectral subtraction 
is performed independently in each band. So, the estimate of 
the clean speech spectrum in the ith band is obtained by: 
|Ŝi(k)|2  =|Xi(k)|2 –αiδi|  b i  < k < ei                                 (20)
where bi and ei are the beginning and ending frequency bins 
of the ith frequency band, αi is the over-subtraction factor of 
the ith band and δi is a tweaking factor that can be individually 
set for each frequency band to customize the noise removal 
properties. The band specific oversubtraction factor αi is a 
function of the segmental SNRi [6]and , αi can be calculated 
if SNRi is known ad shown

              (21)
While the use of the over-subtraction factor αi provides a degree 
of control over the noise subtraction level in each band, the 
use of multiple frequency bands and the use of the δi weights 
provide an additional degree of control within each band.
The negative values in the enhanced spectrum in Eq. 20 were 
floored to the noisy spectrum as:

                (22)
Where β is parameter to set spectral floor.      
6. Yang Lu, Philipos C. Loizou in 2008 [9] came with a 
geometric approach for spectral subtraction that addresses 
the shortcomings of the spectral subtraction algorithm. 
The traditional power spectral subtraction algorithm is 
computationally simple to implement but suffers from musical 
noise distortion. The derivation of the spectral subtraction 
equations is based on the assumption that the cross terms 
involving the phase difference between the clean and noise 
signals are zero [7]. The cross terms are assumed to be 
zero because the speech signal is uncorrelated with the 
interfering noise. The results of geometric approach tells  the 
effect of neglecting the cross terms on speech recognition 
performance.
In the power spectral subtraction [1] we come across an 
expression which gives the short-term power spectrum of the 
noisy speech given as in eq.(4) & (5)             
In traditional spectral subtraction, we assume cross terms  to 
be zero as we consider the noise and speech to be uncorrelated 
i.e orthogonal to each other and we don’t consider phase during 
computations. As a result we are left with
|X(wk)|

2 =|S(wk)|
2 +|D(wk)|

2            (23)
Above eq. can be written as
|Ŝ(wk)|

2 =H2(wk)|X(wk)|
2                                                     (24)

Where,

                                                 (25)

                               (26)
Is the gain (or suppression) function when cross terms are 
zero.
But if we involve cross terms what effect it would have on speech 
enhancement. Consider the following expression
|X(wk)|

2 =|S(wk)|
2 +|D(wk)|

2 +Δ X(wk)=| (wk)|
2+ΔX(wk)  (27)

ΔX(wk)  represents the cross terms.

The relative error introduced when neglecting the cross 
terms
ε (k)=                         (28)

The cross term error can be written in terms of SNR as
ε(k) =2√ ξ(k) cos(θS(k) – θD(k))
         1 +   ξ(k) + 2 √ ξ(k) cos(θS(k)–θD(k))                           (29)   
The above expression helps in understanding the relation 
between cross terms ε(k) and spectral SNR ξ(k). It is 
depicted through following fig7. The fig 7. gives support to our 
consideration that that the cross terms are zero is not valid for 
spectral SNR as cross term error has significant values near 
0 dB which is the region wherein most speech enhancement 
algorithms operate. Consequently, large estimation errors [15] 
can result from the approximation taken in traditional power 
spectrum subtraction i.e taking cross terms to be zero.
The geometric approach which takes cross terms into 
consideration represents the X(wk) geometrically in the complex 
plane as sum of two complex numbers S(wk) and D(wk) . Where 
aS, aX, aD and θS, θX, θD are the magnitude and phase of Clean 
, noisy and noise spectra respectively in the polar form of 
speech model.Using this geometric approach we get the gain 
or suppression function as

                             (30)                          

Fig.7: Plot between cross term error and SNR

where CXD =cos(θX -  θD) and CSD = cos(θS – θD).The above gain 
function is always real and positive (i.e. HGA ≥ 0) since the terms 
CXD and CSD are bounded by one.
Unlike the power spectral subtraction gain function which is 
always positive and smaller (or equal) than one, the above gain 
function can be larger than one if |CXD | < | CSD |
In the above gain function if cross terms are taken to be zero 
i.e. CSD = 0, we get 
                          CXD =  aD            
    aX                          (31)                                                  

            
Fig. 6: Geometric representation of speech model
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Multiplication of the noisy signal by the suppression function 
given in Eq. (25) would not yield the clean signal magnitude 
spectrum even if we had access to the true noise magnitude 
spectrum (i.e., |D(wk)|). In contrast, multiplication of the noisy 
magnitude spectrum (aX) by the suppression function given 
in Eq. (31) would yield exactly the clean signal magnitude 
spectrum (i.e., aS).
GA algorithm shows that it performs significantly better than the 
traditional spectral subtraction algorithm. The above discussion 
tells that musical noise is absent when GA for spectral 
subtraction is used but possess some residual noise.

II. Conclusion
We have gone through number of spectral subtraction techniques 
and they give a good idea of not only the technique and what 
kind of work is been carried out on these techniques. Some 
suggested over-subtracting estimates of the noise spectrum 
and spectral flooring (rather than setting to zero) negative values 
(Berouti et al.1979). Others suggested dividing the spectrum 
into a few contiguous frequency bands and applying different 
non-linear rules in each band (Kamath and Loizou, 2002). Yet, 
others suggested using a psychoacoustical model to adjust the 
over-subtraction parameters so as to render the residual noise 
inaudible (Virag, 1999). Berouti and Boll’s subtraction methods 
form the basis of spectral subtraction for the new methods. 
In most of the methods we have found that there remains a 
trade off  between residual noise and the signal distortion [13]. 
Spectral subtraction suffers from a problem of introducing 
artifacts like musical noise while removing residual noise. 
Most of the research on spectral subtraction techniques now is 
concentrated on decreasing or removing this musical noise. As 
we have discussed in this paper the various techniques which 
aimed at reducing the musical noise. The methods like spectral 
subtraction using modulation domain and geometric approach 
for spectral subtraction has been successful to limit musical 
noise to a certain extent. When both objective and subjective 
tests were performed on modulation approach the results  show 
that the proposed method results in improved speech quality 
and it does not suffer from musical noise typically associated 
with spectral subtractive algorithms. These results indicate 
that the modulation domain processing is a useful alternative 
for spectral subtraction. Where as geometric approach gave 
better gain function than tradition subtraction technique which 
lead to removal of musical noise to a large extent. 
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